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Abstract: Preventive maintenance (PM) is an effective approach for reliability enhancement. Time-

based and condition-based maintenance are two major approaches for PM. In contrast, condition-based

maintenance can be a better and more cost-effective type of maintenance than time-based maintenance.

However. Irrespective of the approach adopted for PM, whether a failure can be detected early or

even predicted is the key point. Towards this objective, this paper presents the study of failure and

risk in customer access network, Fiber-to-the Home. Five significant elements had been chosen and

identified that contribute to the system malfunction as the paper starting point. Critical hazard that

gives effect to the human is also highlighted. Finally we proposed three techniques that can be used

to minimize the hazard by excellent monitoring and reliably restoration scheme. This include also

caution should be taken when handling, operating and implementing activities in the active fiber test

field.
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INTRODUCTION

High-quality and excellent-performance of a system are always goals which engineers strive to achieve.

Reliability engineering integrates quality and performance from the beginning to the need of the system life

(Elsayed, E.A., 1996). Therefore, reliability can be treated as the time-dimensional quality of a system.

Reliability is affected by every stage throughout the system life, including its development, design, production,

quality control, shipping, installation, operation and maintenance. Consequently, paying attention to each of

the stages promotes reliability. Specifically, in the onsite operation phase, failures are the main causes of

worsened performance and degraded reliability. Accordingly, failure avoidance is the main approach to

reliability assurance (Yang, S.K., 2003). There are 3 main types of maintenance: IM, PM and CM (Patton,

J.D., 1983). The purpose of IM is to reduce or eliminate-entirely the need of maintenance: IM is performed

at the design phase of a system and emphasizes elimination of failures. There are many restrictions for a

designer, however, such as space, budget, and market requirements. Usually product reliability is related to the

product price. On the other hand, CM is the repair performed after failure occurs. PM means all actions

intended to keep equipment in good operating condition and to avoid failures (Patton, J.D., 1983). PM should

be able to indicate when a failure is about to occur, so that repair can be performed before such failure causes

damage or capital-investment loss. Hence, PM is an effective approach to promoting reliability (Rao, S.S.,

1992). Time-based and condition-based maintenance are 2 major approaches for PM. In contrast, condition-

based maintenance can be a better and more cost-effective type of maintenance than time-based maintenance

(Yang, S.K. and T.S. Liu, 1998). Irrespective of the approach adopted for PM, the key point is whether a

failure can be detected early or even predicted. If the predicted future state-variables indicate a device is going

to fail, then the failure can be prevented in time by PM. Nevertheless, future-state variables should be

accurately predicted at a reasonably long time ahead of failure occurrence (Isermann, R., 1984; Willsky, A.S.,

1976).
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FTTH, or Fiber-to-the Home, refers to fiber optic cable that replaces the standard copper wire of the local

Telco. FTTH is desirable because it can carry high-speed broadband services integrating voice, data and video,

and runs directly to the junction box at the home or building. For this reason it is sometimes called Fiber-to-

the Building, or FTTB. Traditional copper telephone wires carry analog signals generated by telephone

equipment, including fax machines. Analog technology is by nature a less precise signaling technology than

digital technology. Though multiplexing has allowed digital signals to be transmitted across multiple channels

over copper lines, fiber optic cable is superior for relaying these signals and allows for faster transfer rates

and virtually unlimited bandwidth. This opens the door to better Internet speed, streaming video, and other

demanding applications.

The Internet utilizes a backbone of fiber optic cables capable of delivering incredible bandwidth. This

inherent ability makes the Internet a prime source for advancing network technologies that can be brought to

the home or business. Most subscribers, however, log on to this network through copper lines with limited

capacity. This creates a bottleneck for advancing technologies that increasingly require greater bandwidth.

FTTH bridges this gap.

Fiber optic cables are made of glass fiber that can carry data at speeds exceeding 2.5 gigabits per second

(Gbps). FTTH services commonly offer a fleet of plans with differing speeds that are price dependent. At the

lower end of the scale, a service plan might offer speeds of 10 megabits per second (mbps), while typical DSL

(Digital Subscriber Line) service running on existing copper lines is 1.5 mbps. A more expensive FTTH plan

might offer data transfer speeds of over 100 mbps —- that's about 66 times faster than typical DSL.

FTTH is cost-prohibitive in many cases. Installing FTTH can be expensive, and the monthly charge for

broadband services thereafter can also be off-putting, though these figures vary widely. Expense is likely to

drop with time as FTTH becomes more common. Because of the cost involved and the logistic difficulty in

replacing existing copper lines in some neighborhoods, FTTH is more often being installed in newly built

communities as an added selling feature. Installing FTTH raises the value of existing property. FTTH can be

installed as a point-to-point architecture, or as a passive optical network (PON). The former requires that the

provider have an optical receiver for each customer in the field. PON FTTH utilizes a central transceiver and

splitter to accommodate up to 32 clients. Optical electric converters, or OECs, are used to convert the signals

to interface with copper wiring where necessary. Architecture of FTTH as Figure 1 below

Fig. 1: The point-to-multipoint architecture of FTTH. FTTH consists of three components: Optical Line

Terminal (OLT), Optical Splitter, Optical Network Unit (ONU).

Components Malfunction Causes & Impact:

Five components have been listed to be study on malfunction causes and the impact to the system and

environment. These include fiber optic cable, amplifier, fiber optic coupler, optical switch and fiber optic

connector.
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Fiber Optic Cable:

Fiber Optic cables have a different strength depends on their structure and whether the cable is to be

pulled into underground or intra building ducts, buried in the ground, installed outdoors or submerged under

water.

Table 1: M alfunction cause and the impact in fiber optical cable

Why Fiber Optic Cable is m alfunction Impact of the performances if the optical fiber  is m alfunction

Natural disaster. For optical fiber buried in the deep sea, Connection failure and poor performance. Effect the connection to 

 it will exposed to disaster especially tsunami. the whole region because usually affect the backbone network to

Undersea optical fiber will damaged be malfunction as well.

and disconnect the connection bridge. 

Fiber brittleness. It cannot deform  plastically and When the fiber broken, the light penetrate along the cable may 

freely bend. Core and cladding is used to cover the caused radiation.  Hazard to human. The wavelength inside the cable

fiber optic. m ay cause serious injured to human sight because it is invisible light.

laser products can be harmful to the eye if the beam is viewed using

magnifying optical instruments.

Cable bending. The worst case can be happen when Increase the loss and having rapid increase in attenuation

microbending and m acrobending loses is greater than

basic fiber loss

Amplifier:

There are 3 categories of amplifiers used in the optical system. 

� Low –impedance preamplifier (LZ)

Photodiode operates into a LZ. Here a load resistor is used to match the amplifier impedance.

Preamplifier bandwidth  �  the signal bandwidth. 

Although the preamplifier bandwidth is can operate over a wide bandwidth , they do not provide a high

receiver sensitivity , because only small signal voltage can be develop across the amplifier input

impedance and the load resistor.

� High –impedance preamplifier

This amplifier is used to reduce all source of noise to the absolute minimum. It will reduce the input

capacitance through the selection of low capacitance high frequency devices, by selecting a detector with

low dark currents and by minimizing the thermal noise contributed by load resistor. High impedance

preamplifier produces a large input RC time constant.

� Transimpedance preamplifier

Transimpedance is design largely overcomes the drawbacks of the high-impedance preamplifier. This is

done by utilizing a low noise high impedance preamplifier with a negative feedback resistor with an

equivalent thermal noise current shunting the input. The amplifier has an input equivalent series voltage

noise source, an equivalent shunt current noise and an input impedance given by the parallel combination

of time constant.

Table 2: M alfunction cause and the impact in optical amplifier

Why preamplifier is m alfunction Impact to the performance if preamplifier is m alfunction

Preamplifier might be damage because gain control The output voltage signal is wrong. M ight affect the transmission 

circuit breakdown & pumping part is not activate properly speed and data as well

Signal level has been converted into the voltage, and the Cannot amplified the signal accordingly. As a result the 

counter will count the operation. When two  pulses are preamplifier unable to  convert an input current signal into an

counted, the change over operation is suppressed, and output voltage signal and outputting the voltage signal

preamplifier is locked to a high state because

malfunction caused by the noise

Fiber Optic Coupler: 

Fiber optic coupler is used in fiber optic connection to split and combine light streams. Usually, concept

used for this coupler is star coupler concept. In the broadcast application, star coupler combine the light

streams from two or more input fiber and divide them among several output. Each of the N outputs, will

receive 1/N of the power entering the device.
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Table 3: M alfunction cause and the impact in fiber optic coupler

Why fiber optic coupler is m alfunction Impact to the performance if fiber optic coupler is m alfunction

- The splitting of the coupler may cause a loss. -The will occurred two losses which is excess loss and insertion loss

- Sometimes, operators need to connect and split between two fiber, and

they are not realized about the remaining laser light inside the fiber

cable and coupler. Accidentally this m ay cause a skin injuries for

operators. Usually, large areas of the skin are not exposed. Because the

beam is small, the affected area is small.

Optical Switch:

In the optical system communication, optical fiber forms a waveguide for the optical signal. There is a

need to switch the optical signal from a first optical waveguide to the second optical waveguide. Efficient

switching is necessary to achieve the desired routing of the signal. Optical switches are used to select light

from an input fiber to an output fiber. Optical fiber is used to connect, align the first group optical fiber to

another group of optical fiber.  It is used to enable an optical signal to propagate through the optical interface

junction. One of the advantages using optical switch is to route optical data signals without conversion to

electrical signal, resulting in the independence of data rate and data protocol. 

Table 4: M alfunction cause and the impact in fiber optic switch

Why Optical Switch is m alfunction Impact to the performance if optical switch is m alfunction

Switch will burn because of the voltage and The signal cannot be route from the first optical fiber to the second 

 power supply is over optical fiber

Temperature increase. The signal light in the first optical Increase the temperature will increase noise and m ake the 

fiber need to enter a non-linear optical thin film  inside the performance less efficient

optical switch. Then, it will irradiating visible excitation light

to that film  to induce a total reflection phenom enon. 

Controlling the reflection and transmission  in a different 

temperature coefficient might cause the increase of temperature

The switch is configured wrongly. The light signal will route wrongly. As a result, the signal didn’t 

reach the destination and connection will fail.

Fiber Optic Connector:

Fiber Optic connector is used to connect among fiber cable. One of the advantages of using Optic

connector is the lower loss and lower cost compared with another method. It was really a pin vise holding a

stripped fiber. The nose piece is spring loaded and was pushed back when the connector was inserted into a

mating adapter. The fiber stuck out into a drop of index matching fluid on a plastic lens.

� ST

ST is a connector usually used for multimode networks. It has a bayonet mount and a long cylindrical 2.5

mm ceramic or polymer ferrule to hold the fiber. 

� SC

SC is a snap-in connector, widely used for an excellent performance. It used a snap-in connector that

latches with a simple push-pull motion It is suitable for a duplex configuration.

� MT-RJ

MT-RJ is a duplex connector with both fibers in a single polymer ferrule. It is pin based for alignment

and for each pair, it should connect between male and female versions.

Risk Reduction Proposal:

Practice/Preventive from Hazardous Optical Fiber Cut:

� Do not point live fiber ends or connector faces at yourself or other people. Do not look at live fiber ends

or connector faces with the unprotected eye.

� Use indirect viewing aids were possible (e.g. by camera or shadow-imaging splicing machines). Use only

filtering or attenuating viewing aids approved by the LSO.

� Only use a microscope to view live fiber output/transmission when the light source used is a Class 1

source. Do not use a microscope to view live fiber output when any other source is used.

� Any unterminated single or multiple fiber ends should be individually or collectively covered when not

being worked on. They should not be visible and sharp ends should not be exposed. Suitable covering

methods include the use of a splice protector or tape. End caps should always be attached to unmated
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connectors.

� When using optical test cords or a connected optical fiber system, the fiber of the optical power source

should be the last to be connected (before turning the source on), and the first to be disconnected (after

turning the source off).

� All (non-plastic) fiber off-cuts should be collected and disposed of in an approved ‘sharps bin’.

� Live working on fibers transmitting laser light of Class 3B or Class 4 is not recommended.

� When live working on fibers transmitting laser light of Class 3B or Class 4 is necessary, however, it

should be limited as much as possible, and performed only by appropriately highly-trained personnel whilst

closely following all of the above recommendations.

Table 5: M alfunction cause and the impact in fiber optic connector

Why optical fiber connector is m alfunction ? Impact of the performances if the optical fiber connector

 is malfunction

M ight be one of the pin is broken, which may cause the The connection will fail because the propagating mode need pass 

wavelength fail to reach to the destination cable through the pin before they can propagate to another optical fiber

Over voltage from an input power can caused the Data transm ission failed, because of the node failure

connector cable to be burn. The power that can be 

coupled from one fiber to another is limited 

depending on the number of m odes that 

can propagate in each fiber.

Joint and connector lost. Each connector have their own Power will have some loss and affect the performance of the 

loss depends on the mechanical alignment between the two connectivity

optical waveguide and their geometric. That is why 

we need to do a perfect alignment.

- When the first fibers is carrying optical energy, such energy can be

emitted from the end of the fiber connector and pass through the

unoccupied buildout block or coupling adapter to the side of the panel

where connections are to be m ade. 

This optical energy can be harmful for the operator or installer and can

be especially harmful to his or her eyes. This hazard is most prevalent

when an active connection has to be repaired, cleaned or otherwise

altered by removal of an existing fiber connector and replacement with

another.

Automatic Monitoring System: The New Method

We developed a lab prototype of SANTAD to monitoring the network performance of FTTH-PON.

SANTAD is a centralized access control and surveillance system that enhances the network operators and field

engineer with a means of viewing traffic flow and detecting any breakdown as well as other circumstance

which may require taking some appropriate action with the graphical user interface (GUI) processing

capabilities of Visual Basic programming (Ab-Rahman, M.S. B.C. Ng, 2009). The proposed system architecture

is presented in Fig. 2. The proposed system is associated optical monitoring, data analyzing, remotely

controlling, failure detection, protection switching, and automatic recovery apparatus (Ab-Rahman, M.S. B.C.

Ng, 2009).

As depicted in Fig. 4, the architecture of the system consists of five phases, which are optical monitoring,

interface and data communication, advanced data analyzing, failure notification, and protection activation. An

OTDR is located at central office (CO) and a tapper circuit is designed to allow the OTDR testing signal to

bypass the passive optical splitter in a conventional FTTH-PON when emitted from CO towards customer sites

for optical monitoring in downstream direction. The OTDR test module is connected to a remote PC/laptop

and remotely control via Ethernet Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). All the OTDR

measurements are accumulated to will be displayed on a PC computer screen for advanced data analyzing.

When a failure occurs on the primary entity, the traffic (service delivery) is switched from the working

(primary) line to the protection (backup) line to ensure the traffic flow continuously and the failure status will

be automatically sent to the field engineers through the mobile phone or Wi-Fi/Internet computer using wireless

technology for repairing and maintenance operation. After the restoration/maintenance process, the traffic will

be switched back to the normal operation/main line. 

The beneficial and contribution of SANTAD are:

� Testing a live network

� Help to prevent, identify and address problem

� Set-up a mechanism of interactive connection between CO and customers/end users 

� Overcome the monitoring issues in FTTH-PON by using conventional OTDR upwardly or downwardly

� Reduce/save time and cost
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Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of the proposed surveillance and protection scheme with centralized monitoring

and self-restorable apparatus.

Fig. 3: The photographic of Fiber-to-the Home test bed equipped with SANTAD. The status of every line

connected to customer (via ONU) can be monitored in one display.
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Fig. 4:  The process flow for optical network monitoring and management

Increase survivability, efficiency, and flexibility of FTTH-PON with tree topology or P2MP configuration

Visual Basic (VB) programming is an object-oriented computer language that can be viewed as an

evolution of Microsoft's Visual Basic implemented on the Microsoft .NET framework. Microsoft Visual Basic

2008 (VB 9) programming is chosen to be used here because it has user friendly interface software with

OTDR. VB is an event driven programming language and associated development environment from Microsoft

for it COM programming model. VB was derived from basic and enable the rapid application development

(RAD) of GUI application, access to data base using DAO, RDO, or ADO, and creation of ActiveX controls

and objects (Yang, S.K., 2003). 

The functionalities of SANTAD can be generally be classified into pre-configured protection and post-fault

restoration, which can be broken down into four broad categories: (i) Network system configuration

management, (ii) Degradation management, (iii) Fiber fault management, and (iv) Performance management

to help network operators and field engineers to perform the following activities in FTTH-PON network

system:

� Monitors and controls the network performance.

� Detect degradations before a fiber fault occurs for preventive maintenance.

� Detects any occurrence of fiber fault in the network system and troubleshoots it for post-fault maintenance.

� Provides a control function to intercom all subscribers with CO.

Smart Restoration Scheme:

Fig. 5 shows the mechanisms of protection in FTTH-PON access network in normal condition and different

breakdown locations. Green arrow shows the normal condition when there is no breakdown occurs for both

working line and protection line. Purple arrow shows the mechanism of dedicated protection in FTTH access

network when there is breakdown occurs at working line. Orange arrow shows the mechanism of shared

protection in FTTH access network when there is breakdown occurs at both working line and protection line.

This mechanism of protection will find the near neighbor protection line. Blue arrow shows the another

mechanism of shared protection in FTTH access network when there is breakdown occurs at both working line

and protection line and also breakdown at working line neighbor. This mechanism of protection will find the

neighbor protection line with good condition. The FTTH based network design was modeled and simulated

using the Optisystem CAD program by Optiwave System, Inc. The receiver is a PIN photodetector with -25

dBm from the simulation result. The specifications of components in this model are tabulated in Table 5.

Table 5: Simulation parameter

Component Parameter type Value

PBRS generator Upstream Bit rate (Gbps) 1.25

Downstream Bit rate (Gbps) 1.25

(Symmetrical)

Electrical generator Rise time/ fall time 0.05 bit

Light source Downstream wavelength (nm) 1480, 1550

Upstream wavelength (nm) 1310

M odulator M odulation format NRZ

M ultiplexer/dem ultiplexer Insertion loss (dB) 0.5

Bidirectional splitter (1:8) Insertion loss (dB) 5

Circulator bidirectional Insertion loss (dB) 1

Bidirectional optical fiber Attenuation constant (dB km ) 0.25-1

SM F (2 km) Attenuation constant (dB km ) 0.25-1
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Fig. 5: protection route mechanism in PON-FTTH

Indicator:

: Normal condition

: Breakdown at working line

: Breakdown at working line and protection line

: Breakdown at working line, protection line and working line neighbor

Failure Detection: 

Due to lack of active devices in FTTH network, the functions of ONUs are passively and don’t provide

any sensor related to fault or breakdown. To overcome the incomplete in FTTH technology, Access Control

System (ACS) is introduced to control the survivability in FTTH access network (Ab-Rahman, M.S., S.A.C.

Aziz, 2009). ACS is used to monitor the status of the working and restoration fibers . The unique(Patton, J.D ., 1 98 3 )

monitoring system architecture requires a single switch element and coupler connection between the ACS and

both transmission paths. Before activating a suitable protection scheme, ACS will recognize the types of failure

and send the activation signal to the related OXADM switches according to the activated protection

mechanisms. The architecture of ACS is shown in Fig. 6.

Table 6: Possible status of tapping signal A and B and related fault diagnoses

A B Diagnose

O O Both feeder and drop region are in good condition

X O Fault occurs in feeder region, No fault in drop region

O X No fault in feeder region, Fault occurs in drop region

X X Both feeder and drop region are in breakdown

X: No signal detected; O: Signal detected
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Fig. 6: Architecture of restoration in FTTH access network centralizing at ACS which control the monitoring

subsystem and restoration activation

It consists of two major parts, monitoring signal section and activation section. The function of ACS is

the same as the Optical Performance Monitor (OPM) which is applied in both ring and mesh metropolitan

network. Normally, ACS is integrated in a single system, which also includes splitter and first OXADM of

each access line. Tapping 3% of the downstream and upstream signal by using coupler can recognize the status

of feeder section and drop section. If breakdown occurs in feeder section, ACS will send a signal to activate

the dedicated protection scheme. But if the breakdown is the detected in drop section, ACS will recognize the

related access line by the 3% tapped signal that is connected to every access line. The activation signal is then

sent to active the dedicated protection scheme. But if fault is still not restored, the shared protection scheme

will be activated. The monitoring signal section is responsible for sensing fault and its location whereas

generation of activation of signal is sent by activation section in ACS. Table 6 describes the possible condition

in the monitoring system captured from tapped signal and diagnosis of the fault. The couplers will tap 3% of

the downstream and upstream signal in turn and sending it to ACS for interpretation. The condition of the

tapped signal will represent the status of feeder section and drop section. ACS will determine the mechanism

of protection by detecting and analyzing the monitored signal to the end of restoration process (Ab-Rahman,

M.S., S.A.C. Aziz, 2009).

Due to different number of optical switch that was used in every type of failure mechanism, then it will

result in different value of receive power for every mechanism. For every number of optical switches, the

insertion loss is considered equal to 1.2 dB. In this simulation, the values can be accepted and above the

minimum requirement which is 6 (~ BER = 1x10 ) was achieved. -9

For every type of protection mechanism, we employ the dedicated protection and shared protection.

According to the five failure conditions which is condition A, condition B, condition C and condition D the

protection route will involve in two, four, six and eight numbers of optical switch respectively. Figure 7 show
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Fig. 7: Eye diagram produced from the simulation for (a) protection mechanism type A (b) Protection

mechanism type B (c) Protection mechanism type C and (d) Protection mechanism type C.

the eye diagram of four failure conditions. Figure 8 represents the value of dynamic range in dBm for every

type of failure condition. From the result achieved, the proposed architecture design in all condition can only

been used effectively in -34dBm sensitivity.

In optical receivers, a receiver is said to be more sensitive if it achieves the same performance with less

optical power incident on it. The performance criterion for digital receivers is governed by bit-error rate (BER),

which is defined as probability of incorrect identification of a bit by the decision circuit of the receiver. A

commonly used criterion for digital receivers requires the BER to be below 1x10 (Max Q Factor � 6). -9  

Fig. 8: Dynamic range (dBm) performance of downstream and upstream traffics at five failure conditions

observed.

Cost Analysis:

There is no major difference with other architectures in terms of cost of ONU and OLT equipments. The

major difference lies on the fiber usage among the architectures. For this project we are using 20km of fiber

optic length. The costs of a FTTH deployment will be depending on a lot of parameters. First of all

geographical and demographical parameters will have a very large impact on the costs. The most obvious

parameter is here the choice between a passive optical network architecture (PON) where the customers are

connected to the central office (CO) in a point to multipoint fashion, versus an active Ethernet or home run

fiber network architecture (HRF) in which the customer has a dedicated connection to the CO (in case the

HRF) there is even a dedicated fiber up to the CO).
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Conclusion:

FTTH or fiber-to-the-home identifies a telecommunications architecture in which a communications path

is provided over optical fiber cables extending from the telecommunications operator’s switching equipment

to (at least) the boundary of the home living space or business office space (the side of the building or unit).

This communications path is provided for the purpose of carrying telecommunications traffic to one or more

subscribers and for delivering one or more services (for example Internet access, telephony and/or video-

television). Optical Fiber Pave the way for fastening broadband access. FTTH technologies will provide access

to more subscribers at higher speeds and over longer fiber length. Fiber deployment to residences is a huge

investment that should last for the next 30 to 40 years. Although every deployment scheme for FTTH has its

own merits, there is a high risk that short-term savings in the fiber infrastructure from PON FTTH deployments

will significantly impact the future use of the expensive fiber infrastructure without major follow-on

investments. The impact of the system when equipment damaged are: Strong fluctuations in laser output power,

Potential permanent damage to the laser, Interference at the receiver end, Distortions in analog video signals,

Higher BER in digital systems, Cost per subscriber increased, radio frequency interference, Voltage surges and

corrosion caused by moisture, Voice service(telephone), Data(Internet), Video(TV,CATV) will lost by

equipment damaged in FTTH. Therefore we introduced three techniques that can be used to minimize the

number of injured. Proper and careful handling, operating and implementing activities will reduce the risk and

avoid hazardous and super monitoring system enable any fault occurs in the network can be immediately

detected. While the traffic will divert to alternative path when failure occurs in the line to ensure the

communication signals flow continuously by means of smart restoration scheme. This induced the risk in the

system towards the zero (no risk).
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